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Numerical procedures for brittle fracture modeling become tedious when many moving strong discontinuities have to
be captured. A smeared fracture modeling approach formulated under the reproducing kernel particle discretization
is presented. In this approach, the smeared strain is computed by the divergence operation with a boundary integral
of displacements in each nodal representative domain, thus avoiding direct derivatives of displacements for strain
computation in the smeared cracking region. To avoid discretization size sensitivity issues, a scaling law is introduced
based on the equivalence between the bulk damage energy dissipation and the surface fracture energy of the associated
crack segment over the nodal representative domain. This scaling law is introduced under the stabilized conforming
nodal integration framework, where the nodal representative domain serves as the smearing domain, and the smeared
strain over the nodal representative domain is used with the scaled damage law to determine the damage state. The
employment of stabilized conforming nodal integration also allows the displacement and damage state variables to be
calculated and stored for the same set of particles, avoiding interpolation of variables between nodal and Gaussian
points in conventional finite elements. Several numerical examples are presented to examine the effectiveness of the
proposed damage particle method for smeared modeling of fracture.

KEY WORDS: smeared strain, stabilized conforming nodal integration, reproducing kernel particle
method, smeared crack model, continuum damage model

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, considerable advances have been made in fracture modeling methods. The first type of methods are
the discrete crack approaches in conjunction with adaptive re-meshing (Swenson and Ingraffea, 1988; Rangarajan
et al., 2015), interface element insertion (Xu and Needleman, 1994; Truster, 2016), embedded strong discontinuity
(Belytschko et al., 1988; Simo et al., 1993; Jirásek, 2000; Oliver et al., 2014), partition of unity-based enrichment
(Belytschko and Black, 1999; Moës et al., 1999; Bordas et al., 2008), and visibility/diffraction criterion (Organ et
al., 1996; Krysl and Belytschko, 1999). Alternative methods are formulated based on the smeared crack approaches
using fixed and rotated crack models (Jirásek and Zimmermann, 1998; Weihe et al., 1998), continuum damage models
(Pijaudier-Cabot and Bažant, 1987; Bǎzant and Pijaudier-Cabot, 1988; de Vree et al., 1995; Peerlings et al., 1996;
de Borst, 2002; Cervera and Chiumenti, 2006a,b; Jirásek and Bauer, 2012; de Borst and Verhoosel, 2016), and phase
field models (Miehe et al., 2010; Borden et al., 2014; Ambati et al., 2015), to name a few. Nevertheless, modeling a
large set of evolving fractures with complicated crack patterns remains challenging.

The discrete crack approaches usually consider continuous crack surfaces, and represent the crack path by using
level sets (Möes et al., 2002; Gravouil et al., 2002) or other surface tracking techniques (Oliver et al., 2014; Jäger et
al., 2008; Parvaneh and Foster, 2016). However, fracture surfaces in quasi-brittle geomaterials are typically discrete
and non-smooth, and can evolve into irregular patterns such as crack branching and merging, making surface tracking
techniques ineffective. By relaxing the crack path continuity requirement, alternative methods have been developed
with the goal to model complicated fracture phenomena in a simplified way. For instance, inter-element separation
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and cohesive interface element methods (Xu and Needleman, 1994) offer flexibility in modeling crack growth along
arbitrary finite element edges without any surface tracking procedures. However, the predicted crack patterns of these
methods can be sensitive to the shape and orientation of the adopted finite element mesh. In the cracking particle
method (CPM) (Rabczuk and Belytschko, 2004), a set of crack segments located at nodal positions are used to
describe the overall fracture surfaces. The simplicity and effectiveness of this idea has been studied in both the finite
element method (FEM) (Remmers et al., 2003; de Borst et al., 2004, 2006; Song and Belytschko, 2009) and element-
free Galerkin (EFG) method (Rabczuk and Belytschko, 2004, 2007; Rabczuk et al., 2010; Rabczuk, 2013), although
the latter meshfree discretization is more suitable for particle-based crack models. Nevertheless, similar to other
discrete crack models, the strong discontinuities introduced at the cracked particles require subdividing quadrature
cells associated with crack segments, modifying the mesh topology or nodal neighbor list, or adding additional nodal
degrees of freedom, leading to a greater degree of computational complexity.

Another type of fracture modeling introduces smearing of the sharp discontinuities over a finite domain, and the
cracking effects are represented through a softening stress–strain law; these approaches are generally called smeared
crack models (Weihe et al., 1998; de Borst, 2002; de Borst et al., 2004; Jirásek, 2011). Compared to the discrete crack
models, the smeared crack models offer the possibility of capturing a large set of complicated cracks in a simplified
manner without dealing with many strong discontinuities. However, it has been observed that, when strain softening
is considered in a continuum model, numerical results can become highly sensitive to discretization (i.e., the element
size in FEM or the nodal distance in meshfree methods). To restore the objectivity of numerical solutions, various
regularization methods have been proposed. For instance, the nonlocal regularization methods (Pijaudier-Cabot and
Bažant, 1987; Peerlings et al., 1996; Miehe et al., 2010; Ambati et al., 2015; de Borst and Verhoosel, 2016) show
promising performance, but these methods require fine meshes in cracking regions, resulting in high computational
cost (Heister et al., 2015). Besides, when gradient-type damage models (Peerlings et al., 1996; de Borst et al., 2016)
or phase field models (Miehe et al., 2010; Borden et al., 2014; Ambati et al., 2015) are adopted, an additional global
equation coupled with the momentum equation needs to be solved for the nonlocal field variables at every time
step. Chen et al. (2004) proposed a meshfree formulation to approximate the high-order strain gradients by using
implicit gradient reproducing kernel conditions; however, high-order basis functions are required. Other issues with
nonlocal models, which deserve further investigation, include the spurious initiation and growth of damage (Simone
et al., 2004; Giry et al., 2011; Triantafyllou et al., 2014; Desmorat et al., 2015; Poh and Sun, 2017) and physically
unjustified wave dispersion and localization properties of some nonlocal models (Di Luzio and Bažant, 2005; Bǎzant
et al., 2016).

A different remedy to the mesh dependency issue of smeared crack models is based on an appropriate adjustment
of the local constitutive law without using nonlocal operators. For example, the crack band approach (Bažant and Oh,
1983; Cervera and Chiumenti, 2006a,b; Jirásek and Bauer, 2012) rescales the post-peak part of the stress–strain law
to adjust the bulk energy dissipation of finite elements in order to be consistent with the fracture energy dissipated
during the fracturing process. A major advantage of this approach is that the adopted constitutive model remains
local (versus the nonlocal theories), which allows the employment of many well-developed constitutive models in a
unified manner. Nevertheless, it has been found that the numerical solutions to the standard crack band FEM can still
show pathological mesh sensitivity when the mesh is not aligned with the crack propagation direction (Bažant and
Lin, 1988; Cervera and Chiumenti, 2006a,b). In addition, the effectiveness of the regularization can be affected by
both the finite-element shape and domain integration schemes, and thus it is not always straightforward in ensuring
objective energy dissipation (Jirásek and Bauer, 2012).

In the present study, a damage particle method is proposed for fracture modeling under the reproducing kernel
approximation and discretization (Liu et al., 1995; Chen et al., 1996, 2017a,b). The smeared strain in the nodal
representative domain is defined as the boundary integral of displacements, thus avoiding the need to take direct
derivatives of the non-smooth displacement field in the cracking region. The Galerkin approximation of the variational
equation is then naturally formulated under the stabilized conforming nodal integration (SCNI) framework (Chen et
al., 2001, 2002, 2013), where the field and state variables are computed for the same set of nodes without additional
interpolation. This feature allows effective implementation of dissipation energy scaling for each damaged particle
such that the bulk energy dissipation over the conforming nodal representative volume is consistent with the surface
fracture energy dissipation by the crack segment. Furthermore, the crack path prediction is controlled through the
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employment of a simple tracking procedure for damaged particles, which further ensures the objective global energy
dissipation, and thus regularizes the numerical solution.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the continuum damage model and its relation to the cohesive
crack model is reviewed and used as the basis for the smeared modeling of brittle fracture. In Section 3, the damage
particle method is introduced under a nodally integrated meshfree computational framework, where the smeared
strain is defined as the boundary integral of the reproducing kernel approximated displacement field. Furthermore, the
scaling of damage laws based on equivalent damage energy and fracture energy dissipations is presented. Numerical
examples of benchmark problems are given in Section 4 to examine the effectiveness of this approach, followed by
conclusions in Section 5.

2. CONTINUUM DAMAGE MODEL

In quasi-brittle materials, the growth and coalescence of a large number of cracks are difficult to capture by dis-
crete crack models. Alternatively, cracked solids can be approximated as damaged continua based on the continuum
damage model (CDM), which assumes the following form of the stress–strain relationship:

σ = (I − D) : σ̄ (1)

whereD is the damage tensor;I is the fourth rank identity tensor; and̄σ is the undamaged effective stress tensor. In
the present smeared crack approach, the undamaged effective stress is defined asσ̄ (ε̃) = Ce : ε̃, whereCe is the
elastic material moduli, and̃ε is the smeared strain, which will be discussed in Section 3. For illustration purposes,
an isotropic damage model withD = D (κ) I is considered, where the scalar damage variableD is defined as

D (κ) =


0 for κ < κ0

1− κ0

κ

κc − κ

κc − κ0
for κ0 ≤ κ ≤ κc

1 for κc < κ

(2)

whereκ0 is the limit elastic strain under uniaxial tension;κc is the critical equivalent strain that controls the slope
of the stress–strain softening response; andκ is an irreversible internal state variable, which satisfies the following
Kuhn–Tucker conditions:

κ̇ ≥ 0 (3)

εeq − κ ≤ 0 (4)

κ̇ (εeq − κ) = 0 (5)

Here,εeq is the equivalent strain (Mazars, 1986)

εeq =

√√√√ 3∑
I=1

⟨
εPI

⟩2
(6)

where⟨· · · ⟩ denotes the Macaulay bracket, andεPI is theIth principal strain.
While the present work focuses on smeared fracture modeling, a comparison between CDM and discrete crack

models is essential (Jirásek, 2011; Xu and Waas, 2016). For demonstration purposes, let us consider a model problem
that involves the fracturing process of a bar with Young’s modulusE, lengthL, and cross-sectional areaA stretched
under a displacement control as shown in Fig. 1. The body force and Poisson effects are neglected, and the failure
process is triggered by a line of weakened material in the middle of the bar.

Consider a cohesive zone model (CZM) to describe the failure process corresponding to the post-peak stage of the
load–displacement response [t≥ t1 in Fig. 1(d)]. The following linear cohesive traction–separation law is introduced
on the cohesive crack surface:

σ =

(
1− w

wC

)
ft (7)
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FIG. 1: (a)–(c) Illustration of the failure process of a bar with weakened material at the middle cross section; (d) expected load-
displacement response

whereσ = F/A is the uniaxial stress;w = u|x=(L/2)+ − u|x=(L/2)− is the crack opening displacement (COD) at
x = L/2 as shown in Fig. 2;wC = (2GF )/ft is the critical COD (GF is the fracture energy); andft is the tensile
strength.

The relation between the CZM and the CDM is discussed subsequently, which follows the analogy given in
Jirásek (2011). With the cohesive law in Eq. (7), the total displacementuT at the loading end of the softening bar is
expressed as

uT = uE + w (8)

whereuE = εEL = (σ/E)L denotes the total elastic deformation of the bar, in whichεE denotes the elastic strain.
The previous two equations yield the following relationship between the total displacementuT and loadF during the
failure process:

FIG. 2: Illustration of adopting the discrete CZM (a) and the CDM (b) for the cracked bar problem
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uT =
FL

EA
+

2GF

ft

(
1− F

ftA

)
(9)

Next, consider the CDM described in Eq. (1), which can be written in the following one-dimensional (1D) form:

σ = (1−D)Eε = E (ε−Dε) = EεE (10)

From the CDM representation given previously, an inelastic strainεC can be defined based on an additive de-
composition of the total strainε (see the illustration in Fig. 3):

ε = εE + εC (11)

whereεC = Dε. Let the damage zone size beLS as shown in Fig. 2(b). The total displacementuT of the bar with
lengthL can be expressed as follows:

uT = εE (L− LS) + (εE + εC)LS = εEL+DεLS (12)

Comparing Eqs. (8) and (12), it can be seen that the damage model can yield the same load–displacement re-
sponse as that of the CZM if the following relationship holds:

w = DεLS (13)

In this connection, the displacement jumpw in the discrete cohesive fracture model has been smeared over the
zone with widthLS in the damage model.

Furthermore, by equalizing the stress generated by the cohesive traction–separation law in Eq. (7) and the damage
constitutive law in Eq. (10), and considering Eq. (13), the following expression for the damage evolution can be
obtained:

D =
1− (κ0/ε)

1− (κ0LS/wC)
(14)

whereκ0 = ft/E is defined in Eq. (2). The previous equation exactly recovers the damage law defined previously in
Eq. (2), if the following condition is satisfied:

κc = wC/LS (15)

FIG. 3: Illustration of the 1D stress–strain relationship based on the CDM, where the tensile strength is reached at point A,
complete failure occurs at point C, and point B refers to an arbitrary state at the softening stage
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whereκc is the critical threshold strain. SincewC = (2GF )/ft represents the critical crack opening, the previous
equation implies thatκc is indeed a model parameter dependent on smeared zone sizeLS . Clearly, treatingκc as a
constant parameter independent of smeared zone sizeLS will lead to an unphysical prediction for this model problem.
Computationally, smeared zone sizeLS is related to the adopted discretization grid size, thus a conventional numerical
implementation of CDMs results in discretization size dependent, non-convergent solutions. Another computational
issue with CDMs for fracture modeling is the spurious prediction of fracture patterns, which tends to appear when
the crack propagation path is not aligned with the distribution of the discretization grid. To address the aforemen-
tioned issues, a damage particle method is proposed in the next section, where a dissipation energy scaling method
is employed in conjunction with the smeared strain formulated under the SCNI framework to achieve a regularized
smeared description of fractures.

3. THE DAMAGE PARTICLE METHOD

3.1 Reproducing Kernel Approximation

Let us consider a body initially occupying the domainΩ0 with the boundaryΓ0, and for a material pointX ∈ Ω0,
wherex = x (X, t) is the position ofX in the deformed bodyΩ with the boundaryΓ at timet. The variational equation
of linear momentum conservation with reference to the current configuration is∫

Ω

ρδu · üdΩ+

∫
Ω

δε : σdΩ =

∫
Ω

δu · bdΩ+

∫
Γh

δu · tdΓ (16)

whereu is the displacement vector;ε is the strain tensor;̈u is the acceleration vector;ρ is the mass density;σ is
the Cauchy stress tensor;b is the body force vector;t is the prescribed traction on the natural boundaryΓh; andδ
denotes the variation. In the following paragraphs, the effects of cracking will be treated with the CDM introduced in
Section 2, in conjunction with a regularization scheme to be described in subsequent sections.

The spatial discretization of Eq. (16) is carried out by the reproducing kernel approximation (Liu et al., 1995;
Chen et al., 1996), which is constructed based on a set ofNP points {xI |xI ∈ Ω}NP

I=1. The reproducing kernel
approximation of the displacement field is

uh (x, t) =
NP∑
I=1

NI (x)dI (t) (17)

wheredI (t) is the nodal coefficient vector, andNI (x) is the reproducing kernel shape function expressed as

NI (x) = HT (0)A−1 (x)H (x − xI)Φa (x − xI) (18)

in whichH (x − xI) is a vector consisting ofnth-order monomial basis functions:

HT (x − xI) =
[

1 x− xI y − yI z − zI (x− xI)
2 · · · (z − zI)

n
]

(19)

Matrix A(x) is called the moment matrix, which is defined as

A (x) =
NP∑
I=1

H (x − xI)HT (x − xI)Φa (x − xI) (20)

andΦa (x − xI) is the kernel function that controls the locality and smoothness of the approximation. In this work,
the cubic B-spline function is chosen:

Φa (x − xI) =

 2/3− 4s2
I + 4s3

I for 0 ≤ sI ≤ 1/2
4/3− 4sI + 4s2

I − 4/3s3I for 1/2< sI ≤ 1
0 for sI > 1

, sI = ∥x − xI∥/aI (21)
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whereaI is the support size of nodeI. It can be shown that the reproducing kernel shape function satisfies the
following nth-order discrete reproducing conditions:

NP∑
I=1

NI (x)HT (xI) = HT (x) (22)

More discussions on the mathematical properties of the reproducing kernel approximation and the imposition of
essential boundary conditions can be found in Liu et al. (1995) and Chen et al. (1996, 2017a,b).

3.2 Approximation of Fracture Surfaces by Damaged Particles

In the present study, the fracture is approximated by a set of discrete crack segments as shown in Fig. 4 in order to
circumvent the burden associated with modeling complex crack patterns such as crack branching and coalescence
(Remmers et al., 2003; de Borst et al., 2004, 2006; Song and Belytschko, 2009; Rabczuk and Belytschko, 2004,
2007; Rabczuk et al., 2010; Rabczuk, 2013). In contrast to the aforementioned studies, we do not model the crack
segments with discrete crack models, which require explicit treatment of discontinuities and singularities. Instead, an
attempt is made here to introduce a regularized smeared crack model based on node-based discretization, where the
associated nodal representative domains can be generated by the Voronoi diagram as shown in Fig. 4. In each nodal
representative domainΩL associated withxL (Fig. 5), a smeared straiñε (xL) atxL is defined as

ε̃ (xL) =
1
VL

∫
ΩL

ε (x) dΩ (23)

whereVL =
∫
ΩL

dΩ is the volume of the nodal representative domain (or area of the nodal representative domain in
two dimensions).

Further taking the divergence operation of the smeared strain, we have

ε̃ij (xL) =
1
VL

∫
ΩL

εijdΩ =
1

2VL

∫
ΩL

(ui,j + uj,i) dΩ =
1

2VL

∫
ΓL

(uinj + ujni) dΓ (24)

whereΓL is the boundary of the nodal representative domainΩL, andni is theith component of the outward unit
normal toΓL as shown in Fig. 5. In the present approach, the smeared strain computed at each nodal representative

FIG. 4: Illustration of the fracture path (long line) and its approximation based on a set of crack segments passing the nodal points
of the meshfree model, where the short lines in (a) represent the discrete crack segments and are modeled in a smeared manner
over the representative domains in gray associated with damaged particles in (b)
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FIG. 5: Illustration of the nodal representative domain and boundary integral for smeared strain computation

domain is employed to determine the damage and stress states. For instance, if the CDM in Eq. (1) is considered, then
Cauchy stressσ (xL) at nodexL is computed as

σ̃ (xL) = {I − D [ε̃ (xL)]} : σ̄ [ε̃ (xL)] (25)

whereD [ε̃ (xL)] is the damage tensor and̄σ [ε̃ (xL)] is the undamaged effective stress tensor computed based on the
smeared strain.

By introducing the reproducing kernel approximation of displacements defined in Eq. (17) into Eq. (24), the
following approximated smeared strainε̃hij (xL) is obtained:

ε̃hij (xL) =
1

2VL

∫
ΓL

(
uh
i nj + uh

j ni

)
dΓ =

1
2VL

∑
I∈GL

∫
ΓL

(NInjdiI +NInidjI) dΓ (26)

whereGL = {I|NI (xL) ̸= 0} is the set of particles whose associated reproducing kernel shape functions cover
particlexL. The resulting form of the smeared strain naturally avoids taking direct derivatives of the displacement
field, which is not well-defined near the boundary of the smeared cracking zone. In this work, the boundary integral in
Eq. (26) is carried out by one-point integration over the Voronoi cell boundary as shown in Fig. 5, but a higher-order
quadrature can be employed if better accuracy is desired.

To capture fracture propagation, we follow the Rankin criterion, which postulates the crack growth direction
to be perpendicular to the maximum principal stress direction. To this end, the following criterion (Rabczuk and
Belytschko, 2004; Song and Belytschko, 2009) is adopted to identify the candidate damage particles near the predicted
crack growth path: ∣∣∣∣nD

L · xI − xL
∥xI − xL∥

∣∣∣∣ = cos
(π

2
− αD

IL

)
< tol for xI ∈ NL (27)

wherexL is the position vector of damaged particleL; NL is the set containing the neighboring particles ofxL, which
can be determined by the Voronoi cells;nD

L is the unit normal vector of the crack segment associated with damaged
particleL, which is defined along the maximum principal stress direction atxL; αD

IL is the relative angle between the
position vectorxI − xL and the crack segment at damaged particleL; andtol denotes a small tolerance. Criterion
(27) is checked at the end of every time step. For example, in the neighbor list of damaged particleL shown in Fig. 6,
only particleP satisfies this criterion and will be considered as the candidate damage particle for the next time step.

For each candidate damage particle, damage initiation occurs when a certain measure of the smeared strain
in nodal representative domainΩL exceeds a threshold. For example, for the damage law given in Eqs. (2)–(6),

εeq

(
ε̃
h
)

≥ κ0 corresponds to the formation of a crack segment. At damage initiation, the unit normal vectornD
L

corresponding to the crack segment surface is calculated based on the maximum principal stress direction at particle
L as illustrated in Fig. 6, and is fixed in the subsequent loading process.
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FIG. 6: Illustration of the potential cracking zone and the crack prevention zone associated with damaged particleL, where the
short line represents the discrete crack segment located at damaged particleL, and the representative domains associated with
damaged particles are shown in dark gray

3.3 Dissipation Energy-based Regularization

Since a set of crack segments is employed to approximate the fracture, the total energy dissipation due to all crack
segments is required to satisfy the following condition:∑

L∈SD

(
GFA

eff
L

)
= GFAF (28)

whereGF is the fracture energy dissipated per surface area;AF is the fracture surface area (the total length of the
long line in Fig. 4);Aeff

L is the effective surface area of the crack segment associated with damaged particleL; andSD

is the node set that contains all of the damaged particles. Since fracture processes are induced due to the deformation
of materials on both sides of the fracture surface as shown in Fig. 4, the geometric relation gives

∑
L∈SD

AL
∼= 2AF ,

whereAL is the area of the intersection plane between the Voronoi cell and the surface perpendicular to the crack
normalnD

L at particleL, as shown in Fig. 7. As such, the effective surface area of the crack segment takes the
following relation:

Aeff
L = AL/2 (29)

FIG. 7: Illustration of the Voronoi cell associated with damaged particleL, whereVL is the volume of the nodal representative
domain,nD

L is the unit normal vector of the crack segment, andAL is the area of the intersection plane between the Voronoi cell
and the surface perpendicular to vectornD

L at particleL
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Hence, given the geometry of the Voronoi cell and the orientation of the crack segment, the effective surface area
Aeff

L can be calculated and adopted as a geometric approximation to the fracture surface.
To ensure objective energy dissipation in smeared crack modeling, a regularization approach based on the crack

band theory (Bǎzant and Oh, 1983; Cervera and Chiumenti, 2006a,b; Jirásek and Bauer, 2012) is introduced herein.
With the CDM, the bulk damage energy dissipation associated with all damaged particles is related to the total surface
fracture energy by the following global energy equivalence:∑

L∈SD

gLVL = GFAF (30)

wheregL is the specific bulk energy dissipation associated with damaged particleL. To meet the previous requirement,
the bulk energy dissipation associated with each damaged particle is made equal to the surface energy required to form
a discrete crack segment within the nodal representative domain, that is

gLVL = GFA
eff
L (31)

With the damage model described in Fig. 3 in Section 2, the specific bulk energy dissipation is expressed as

gL =
1
2
ftκc (32)

whereft = Eκ0 is the tensile strength. By substituting Eq. (32) into Eq. (31), the following expression forκc is
obtained:

κc =
2GF

ft

(
Aeff

L

VL

)
=

GF

ft

(
AL

VL

)
(33)

When Eq. (33) is adopted to scale parameterκc, the corresponding stress–strain softening curve in Fig. 3 is
adjusted to ensure energy dissipation equivalence between each damaged particle and the associated crack segment
in Eq. (31).

3.4 Meshfree Discrete Equations

In the present smeared modeling approach, the domain integration of variational Eq. (16) is performed by SCNI
(Chen et al., 2001, 2002) for the following reasons. As has been studied previously, SCNI meets the integration
constraints (Chen et al., 2001, 2013) in the Galerkin meshfree approximation of second-order partial differential
equations (PDEs) with linear consistency. Moreover, under the SCNI framework the domain is partitioned into con-
forming nodal representative volumes (e.g., Voronoi cells), such that node-based domain partitioning is provided 1)
to compute the smeared strain in Eq. (26) without taking direct derivatives of the displacement field, which are not
well-defined in the smeared cracking region; 2) to obtain the effective crack surface area in the smeared crack model
in order to transform the fracture energy into damage energy with the aforementioned energy scaling law; and 3) to al-
low the displacement and damage variables to be computed at the same nodal points without the need of interpolation
between variables computed at Gaussian and nodal points in the conventional finite element approaches.

Since the internal energy
∫
Ω
δε : σdΩ in variational Eq. (16) is related to the fracture process of the materials, the

nodally integrated discrete form of this internal energy term by the reproducing kernel approximation is subsequently
discussed. By introducing a nodal integration, the internal energy

∫
Ω
δε : σdΩ is approximated as follows:∫

Ω

δε : σdΩ ≈
NP∑
L=1

δε̃ (xL) : σ [ε̃ (xL)]VL (34)

Here,ε̃ (xL) is the smeared strain defined in Eq. (24), andVL is the volume (or area in two dimensions) ofΩL.
Taking into account the reproducing kernel approximation of the smeared strain in Eq. (26), we have the following
approximated smeared stress atxL for the nodal representative domainΩL:

σ̃
h (xL) = σ

[
ε̃
h (xL)

]
=

{
I − D

[
ε̃
h (xL)

]}
: Ce : ε̃h (xL) (35)
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where the damage stateD within ΩL is determined by the smeared strainε̃
h (xL) along with the scaled parameterκc

based on Eq. (33), which ensures the energy equivalence imposed by Eq. (31) within a nodal representative domain.
Note that the nodal volumeVL and surface areaAL used in the dissipation energy–based scaling procedure are
associated with the same Voronoi cell used for the smeared strain calculation. For convenience, the smeared stress
tensorσ̃h (xL) can be represented in Voigt notation as a vectorΣ̃ (xL) =

[
σ̃h

11 (xL) σ̃h
22 (xL) σ̃h

12 (xL)
]T

for
two-dimensional problems. Similarly, the vector form of the approximated smeared strain in Eq. (26) can be expressed
as follows: [

ε̃h11 (xL) ε̃h22 (xL) 2ε̃h12 (xL)
]T

=
∑
I∈GL

B̃I (xL)dI (36)

wheredI =
[
d1I d2I

]
, andB̃I (xL) is the associated smeared gradient matrix:

B̃I (xL) =

 b̃1I (xL) 0
0 b̃2I (xL)

b̃2I (xL) b̃1I (xL)

 (37)

b̃iI (xL) =
1
VL

∫
ΩL

NI,idΩ =
1
VL

∫
ΓL

NInidΓ (38)

By introducing the reproducing kernel approximation of the smeared strain and smeared stress, the internal force
vectorfintI for nodeI is computed as follows:

fintI ≈
NP∑
L=1

B̃
T

I (xL) Σ̃ (xL)VL (39)

Consequently, the final matrix equations are obtained as follows:

Md̈ = fext − fint (40)

whereM andfext are the mass matrix and the external force vector, respectively, obtained from variational Eq. (16)
by standard procedures (Chen et al., 1996).

Remark 3.1: In the proposed method, the computations of the displacement, strain, stress, and damage variables,
along with the regularization procedure in Eqs. (31)–(33), are performed at the nodal points. Therefore, this approach
avoids the interpolation of state and field variables between the Gaussian and nodal points commonly needed in
conventional finite elements, in which the smeared cracking zone size can be affected by the number of Gaussian
integration points within each element domain and requires additional treatments (Jirásek and Bauer, 2012).

Remark 3.2: The proposed smeared fracture modeling approach naturally fits into the SCNI framework since the
proposed smeared strain and the associated nodal integration of internal energy are equivalent to the SCNI framework
in Galerkin meshfree methods. As a result, the strain, stress, and variational equations in the undamaged and damaged
zones are computed with a unified formulation, where SCNI strain smoothing ensures the accuracy and convergence
of the meshfree solutions as analyzed in Chen et al. (2001, 2013).

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed formulation, several benchmark fracture problems are analyzed. Linear
basis and a cubic B-spline kernel, with a circular nodal support size that is 1.5 times the average nodal distance, are
adopted for constructing the reproducing kernel shape functions. The singular kernel method is used for imposition
of essential boundary conditions (Chen and Wang, 2000). The diffraction method (Organ et al., 1996) is employed to
model pre-existing cracks in the example problems given in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 by modifying the support domain
of the nodes, which cover the initial cracks. An implicit incremental–iterative procedure is used for the quasi-static
problem in the example given in Section 4.1, and the explicit central difference method is adopted for time integration
in the other example problems.
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4.1 A Cracked Bar under Tension

Smeared crack approaches provide convenience in fracture modeling since they avoid the complexities associated
with explicit modeling of moving strong discontinuities. However, such methods can be ill-posed and lead to discreti-
zation-sensitive numerical results, unless effective regularization techniques are employed. To examine the regular-
ization performance of the proposed smeared fracture modeling approach, a fundamental localization test of a bar
under uniaxial tension (Jirásek and Bauer, 2012; Xu and Waas, 2016) was analyzed. The damage particle method was
employed and the results were compared to that of the CZM as well as the unregularized particle-based damage for-
mulation. Here, the unregularized particle-based damage formulation refers to the damage analysis based on nodally
integrated reproducing kernel discretization but without adopting the regularization procedures given in Eqs. (31)–
(33), that is, parameterκc is kept constant throughout the damage process.

A description of this model problem is given in Section 2 (see Fig. 1). In the investigation, the length of the bar
is taken asL = 1.0× 102 with cross-sectional areaA = 10.0 (a dimensionless unit is used). In addition, the bar
is considered to be homogeneous with Young’s modulusE = 2.0× 106, fracture energyGF = 1.885, and tensile
strengthft = 2.0× 102 (i.e., the limit elastic strain of the damage modelκ0 = ft/E = 1.0× 10−4), except for the
weakened material plane at the middle cross section where tensile fracture occurs. To achieve smeared modeling of
the fracture process, a slightly lower limit elastic strain of 99.9%κ0 is used for particles whose nodal representative
domains intersect with the pre-defined weak plane, such that these particles are damaged once this reduced damage
threshold is met. To investigate the solution sensitivity with respect to the discretization size, we adopt four models
consisting of 16, 32, 64, and 128 nodes along the rod axis. Accordingly, the fracture at the middle cross section will
be captured via damage localization over the nodal representative domains containing the weak plane.

In Fig. 8, the curves of the axial force versus the displacement at the loading end are plotted. It can be seen
from Fig. 8(a) that the unregularized particle-based damage formulation suffers from discretization size dependency,
i.e., the global energy dissipation (the area under the load–displacement curve) decreases spuriously as the numerical
model is refined. This is expected since the specific bulk energy dissipationgI is assigned a constant value (i.e.,κc
is treated as a constant parameter) in the unregularized model, while the volume of the smeared cracking zone (the
total nodal representative volume associated with the two damaged particles in this model problem) shrinks as the
discretization is refined. The spurious and non-convergent energy dissipation behavior of the unregularized particle-
based damage formulation is effectively corrected in the damage particle method [Fig. 8(b)], which ensures that
the global energy dissipation is always equivalent to the total fracture energyGFA dissipated during the fracturing
process through appropriate scaling of the damage law. According to the CZM in Eq. (7), when loadF reduces to
zero, the total displacement achieves its maximum magnitudeumax

T = 2(GFA)/Fmax according to Eq. (9), where
Fmax = ftA is the maximum magnitude of the total force (at the peak of the load–displacement curve). For the

FIG. 8: Load–displacement curve obtained from the unregularized particle-based damage formulation (a) and the proposed dam-
age particle method (b)
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adopted parameters,umax
T = 1.8850× 10−2 is the expected value, which agrees well with the numerical prediction

of umax
T = 1.8858× 10−2 by the damage particle method shown in Fig. 8(b).

Furthermore, the crack openingw =
∫ (L+LS)/2
(L−LS)/2 Dεdx [Eq. (13)] computed from the meshfree simulation is

compared to the evolution of the displacement jumpw from the CZM-based analysis in Fig. 9. As expected, the
prediction of the damage particle method is consistent with the discrete surface-based cohesive model, while the
unregularized formulation suffers from discretization size sensitivity.

At the end of the loading process (i.e., when the displacement at the loading end is equal toumax
T ), the predicted

maximum magnitude of the damage variable changes as the discretization is refined in the unregularized particle-
based damage formulation, as can be seen from Fig. 10(a). For the proposed approach, the damage variable always
reaches the maximum value of 1 as shown in Fig. 10(b), which indicates the full opening of the cohesive fracture for all
discretizations. Note that the widthLS of the smeared cracking zone (the region with non-zero damage distribution),
defined as the ratio of the nodal representative volume associated with damaged particles to the effective surface
areaAeff

L of the crack segment, decreases with discretization refinement sinceAeff
L = A/2 is constant in this model

problem. Similar behavior is observed in the crack band FEM when the element size is reduced. However, as discussed
in Jirásek and Bauer (2012), the smeared cracking zone width of the crack band FEM can be affected not only by the

FIG. 9: Evolution of COD versus displacement at the loading end of the bar, obtained from the unregularized particle-based
damage formulation (a) and the proposed damage particle method (b), where CZM refers to the reference solution based on the
CZM

FIG. 10: The smeared cracking zone (in terms of non-zero damage distribution along the bar) at tip displacement ofumax
T , obtained

from the unregularized particle-based damage formulation (a) and the proposed damage particle method (b)
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element size and shape but also by the integration scheme. This is because softening can localize into only some of the
quadrature points within an element, which makes it cumbersome to obtain a reliable estimate of the smeared cracking
zone size, especially for multi-dimensional problems. In contrast, since the damage particle method is formulated
under the SCNI framework, the smeared zone size can be estimated within each nodal representative domain in a
straightforward manner, allowing an effective energy scaling procedure as described in Section 3.

Next, the advantage of employing the smeared strain defined in Eq. (26) in conjunction with SCNI as the domain
integration scheme is examined herein. At a time step after damage initiation, the stress distributions obtained from
the 8-point Gaussian quadrature and SCNI are plotted in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), respectively. As shown in Fig. 11(a),
when the Gaussian quadrature scheme is used, severe stress oscillations appear and they cannot be eliminated with
discretization refinement. This stress prediction could yield spurious damage growth in the subsequent loading steps
and cause divergence in the algorithm. Similar stress oscillations were also observed in Jirásek (1998) when the
EFG method was adopted to solve a similar strain localization problem. The proposed damage particle method, on
the other hand, not only enhances the computational efficiency due to the nodal quadrature nature, but also repro-
duces the constant stress distribution in Fig. 11(b) as expected, and thus it is well-suited for solving smeared crack
problems where localized strain exists. The effectiveness of the proposed damage particle method is attributed to
the employment of the smeared strain formulated under the SCNI framework for predicting the stress and damage
states, whereas the stress state yielded by the Gaussian quadrature scheme is instead based on the direct derivatives
of the non-smooth displacement field, which is not well-defined near the smeared cracking region and thus results in
spurious oscillations.

4.2 Kalthoff’s Impact Problem

In this example, the fracture behavior of an edge-cracked plate under impulse loading is modeled. At a relatively low
impact velocity, brittle failure with a crack propagation angle of about 70◦ was observed in the experiment as reported
in Kalthoff and Winkler (1987). Due to symmetry, only the upper-half of the plate shown in Fig. 12 is considered
with edge lengthLx = Ly = 0.1 m, and the vertical displacement is restrained on the plane of symmetry. The initial
crack length isa1 = 0.05 m, and the distance from the initial crack to the symmetry plane isa2 = 0.025 m. An initial
velocity of 16.5 m/s in the horizontal direction is introduced on the plate surface where the projectile impacts. The
material parameters are as follows: fracture energyGF = 2.0× 104 N/m, tensile strengthft = 9.5× 108 Pa, Young’s
modulusE = 1.9× 1011 Pa, Poisson’s ratioν = 0.3, and mass densityρ = 8.0× 103 kN/m3.

To study the influence of the numerical discretization on the simulation results, models with different levels
of discretization refinement are employed. The tolerance in the particle tracking criterion (27) is set astol = 0.3.

FIG. 11: Distribution of axial stress along the bar, predicted by adopting the 8-point Gaussian quadrature using the direct gradient
of the displacement field for the strain calculation (a) and the SCNI scheme using the smeared strain (b)
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FIG. 12: Illustration of Kalthoff’s impact problem (the horizontal gray lines represent initial cracks)

This restricts the relative angleαD
IL in Eq. (27) between the vectorxI − xL and the crack segment direction to be

approximately less than 20◦, wherexL is the position of the damaged particle andxI is the position of a candidate
damage particle. The results of predicted crack paths (shown as damage distribution) are plotted in Fig. 13. It can
be seen that consistent crack growth paths are obtained with different refinement levels of the models. Moreover, the
predicted crack paths agree well with the reported results using the extended FEM (XFEM) (Rethore et al., 2005),
phantom node method (PNM) (Song et al., 2006), cracking node method (CNM) (Song and Belytschko, 2009), and
CPM (Rabczuk et al., 2010), as shown in Fig. 14.

In addition to the predicted crack path, the discretization insensitive property of the proposed approach also
manifests in the global energy dissipation during the crack growth process. In Fig. 15, the time history of the global
energy dissipation of the structure is plotted. Similar to the previous example analyzed in Section 4.1, if the damage
evolution law is not scaled properly, the total energy dissipation during the structural failure process decreases as
the numerical discretization is refined, as shown in Fig. 15(a). On the other hand, objective energy dissipation is
achieved by using the present damage particle method, as shown in Fig. 15(b). The energy dissipation predicted
by the CNM in Song and Belytschko (2009) is also plotted in Fig. 15(b) as a reference. In the CNM, discrete crack
segments are modeled with the CZM implemented with a partition of unity-based enrichment scheme. Although small
discrepancies are observed in the energy dissipation time histories, the overall behaviors predicted by the proposed
damage particle method and the CNM agree well.

It is noted that the crack band–type scaling procedure alone is insufficient to fully regularize the solution since
the crack path cannot always be predicted correctly without a proper physics-based control. If the particle tracking
procedure introduced in Section 3.2 is not employed, the crack pattern in Fig. 16 is obtained. Clearly, spurious
damage initiation occurs at locations away from the physical fracture front, and the final crack path prediction is
far from satisfactory. Therefore, both the energy scaling and particle tracking procedures are important in achieving
objective fracture modeling.

4.3 Dynamic Crack Branching Problem

A dynamic crack branching problem is analyzed herein, which remains challenging in finite element-based ap-
proaches (Song et al., 2008). As shown in Fig. 17, a plate containing an initial edge crack is subjected to uniform
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FIG. 13: Distribution of the damage state obtained from the damage particle method using 22,500 nodes (a), 62,500 nodes (b),
122,500 nodes (c), and 202,500 nodes (d)

FIG. 14: Comparison of the crack growth paths between the Kalthoff’s experimental result and different numerical simulations:
XFEM (Rethore et al., 2005), PNM (Song et al., 2006), CNM (Song and Belytschko, 2009), CPM (Rabczuk et al., 2010), and the
proposed damage particle method
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FIG. 15: Evolution of global fracture energy dissipation obtained from (a) the unregularized particle-based damage formulation
(a), the CNM from Song and Belytschko (2009) (b), and the proposed damage particle method (where model 1 consists of 10,000
nodes; model 2 consists of 22,500 nodes; model 3 consists of 62,500 nodes; model 4 consists of 122,500 nodes; and model 5
consists of 202,500 nodes)

FIG. 16: Distribution of the damage state obtained when the damage particle tracking procedure is deactivated using 22,500 nodes
(a) and 62,500 nodes (b)

FIG. 17: Illustration of the dynamic crack branching problem (the horizontal line represents an initial crack)
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tensile tractions of 1.0× 106 Pa on its top and bottom surfaces. The length and width of the plate areLx = 0.1 m
andLy = 0.04 m, respectively. The initial crack length isa1 = 0.05 m, and the distance from the initial crack to the
bottom edge of the plate isa2 = 0.02 m. The material parameters are as follows: fracture energyGF = 3.0 N/m,
tensile strengthft = 2.72× 106 Pa, Young’s modulusE = 3.2× 1010 Pa, Poisson’s ratioν = 0.2, and mass density
ρ = 2.45× 103 kN/m3.

To capture the crack branching phenomena, a relatively large tolerance (tol= 0.5) is adopted in the search of
potential damage particles, and thus a threshold of 30◦ for the relative angleαD

IL in Eq. (27) is introduced. Three levels
of refinement with nodal distancesh = 8 × 10−4, 4× 10−4, and 2× 10−4 m are adopted in the reproducing kernel
discretizations, and the predicted crack paths are shown in Fig. 18. Due to dynamic instability, the crack branches into
two major branches, and then a few minor branches also appear along the main branches. Similar crack branching
patterns are obtained upon model refinement, and the simulation results agree well with the reported numerical results
using the CPM (Rabczuk and Belytschko, 2004, 2007).

Time histories of the global dissipated energy are plotted in Fig. 19. For the damage particle method, convergence
in the total energy dissipation is observed when the model is refined as shown in Fig. 19(b), where lower energy

FIG. 18: Distribution of the damage state obtained from the damage particle method using different discretizations with the nodal
distance: (a)h = 8× 10−4 m; (b)h = 4× 10−4 m; (c)h = 2× 10−4 m
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FIG. 19: Evolution of global fracture energy dissipation obtained from the unregularized particle-based damage formulation
(a) and the proposed damage particle method (b) with different levels of discretization

dissipation with a relatively short crack path [see Fig. 18(a)] appears in the coarsest discretization. However, the total
energy dissipation predicted by the unregularized particle-based damage formulation in Fig. 19(a) does not show a
convergent behavior upon refinement of the numerical model.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A smeared crack approach for brittle fracture modeling under nodally integrated reproducing kernel discretization
has been presented. Since damage is considered as the smeared description of discrete cracks, the smeared strain in
a nodal representative domain is defined as the boundary integral of displacements to avoid the ambiguity of tak-
ing direct derivatives of non-smooth displacements in the cracking region. With this definition of smeared strain at
the nodal representative domain, the SCNI previously proposed for optimal convergence in the Galerkin solution of
second-order PDEs with linear consistency can be naturally employed in the damage analysis under a unified frame-
work. In the proposed method, the computation of displacement, strain, stress, and damage variables along with the
regularization procedure are all performed at the nodal points. As such, this approach does not require interpolation
of state and field variables between the Gaussian and nodal points commonly needed in conventional finite elements.
Under this framework, a scaling law is naturally introduced to ensure that the bulk energy dissipated over the nodal
representative volume is consistent with the surface fracture energy of the crack segment. Since the present approach
is free from mesh entanglement, the energy-based scaling procedure can be performed in a straightforward manner
within each nodal representative domain. This is different from conventional crack band FEMs, where the regular-
ization behavior can be affected by both element shapes and integration schemes. Furthermore, spurious damage
initiation and spreading is avoided by employing a tracking procedure for damaged particles under the node-based
discretization.

The simplicity of the proposed method makes it suitable for capturing multiple propagating fractures. With the
unique features of the reproducing kernel approximation, the method can be further extended for modeling extreme
deformation problems (e.g., the impact–fragmentation process). In addition, the proposed computational approach
can be applied in conjunction with more advanced damage models to consider the effects of anisotropy, plasticity,
strain rate, and multiscale phenomena.
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